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Vertiv™
Vertiv designs, builds and services mission critical technologies that enable the vital applications for 
data centers, communication networks, and commercial and industrial environments. We support 
today's growing mobile and cloud computing markets with our portfolio of power, thermal, infrastructure 
management products, software and solutions, all complemented by our global service network. 
Bringing together global reach and local knowledge, and our decades-long heritage including brands 
like ASCO®, Chloride®, Liebert®, NetSure™ and Trellis™, our team of experts is ready to take on your 
most complex challenges, creating solutions that keep your systems running—and your business 
moving. Together, we’re building the future of a world where critical technologies always work.

YOUR VISION, OUR PASSION.
VertivCo.com
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Adaptive Architecture

Liebert Adaptive Architecture™
The Liebert Adaptive Architecture product and technology family distinguishes 
itself by delivering an ideal balance between minimal TCO and optimal 
availability.

Open Architecture/Closed Architecture
Open architecture utilizes cooling coils and the room's air volume as thermal 
storage to guarantee continuity in the event of power failures.
Closed architecture means that the rack is entirely closed off. The cooling coils 
are inside the enclosure. Other provisions must be made to bridge power 
failures.

Redundancy
Measure of a system's failure tolerance and the extent to which maintenance 
work can be performed on a product in operation 
without function loss..

    Systems without redundancy can fail as soon as one single component 
fails; or cannot be operated during maintenance work.

  Redundancy is achieved with the parallel setup of the same components, 
of which at least one of these is not required for the system to achieve 
100 % functionality. Such a setup means that even the failure of important 
components or planned maintenance work will not impair the product's 
continuous operation. Redundancy concepts can therefore deliver very 
high system availability levels.

   The highest level of redundancy is attained with the installation of two 
independent systems whose incoming and outgoing lines are also 
separated.  Preventive maintenance work or component faults do not 
impair the system's performance because the second system can take over 
the entire desired functionality at any time.

Industry Terms and Phrases

Availability
Availability is achieved through proven technology or a system that minimizes 
malfunction risks and downtimes of your IT system.

Flexibility
"Flexible" products and systems that can be reconfigured or 
extended to meet the requirements of new technologies, provide even more 
protection, or meet the requirements of corporate growth or business changes.

Total Cost Of Ownership
All operating costs (TCO) of a solution, including purchase, future changes and 
maintenance.

Glossary
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Power Supply

Power supply; three-phase (EMEA) 
A three-phase power circuit has three conductors, an earth 
connection, and in most cases, a neutral conductor. Typical 
voltages for such power circuits are 380 V, 400 V and 415 V. 

Power supply; single-phase (EMEA)
Single-phase power circuits have two cables and an earth 
connection. Typical voltages are 220 V, 230 V and 240 V.

Power density
More power. More heat generation. Less space. Since the 
performance of processors is constantly growing but the amount of space 
available is decreasing, power density rises (from less than 50 to more than 
300 watt per m2). This generates far more heat, 
resulting in hot spots that can occur in your data center.

UPS types: Online and Line Interactive
An online UPS is used to back up critical applications and guarantee a 
continuous, uninterrupted power supply. Frequency and wave form are also 
regulated. A line-interactive UPS prevents voltage peaks and inadmissible 
power-supply parameters. This energy-
efficient technology regulates the power supply and the battery backup system 
which is especially ideal for installations that rarely suffer power failures, but 
frequently suffer supply fluctuations.

Battery capacity
The percentage power capacity of your batteries, depending on their age, 
usage period, environment, ambient temperature and maintenance status. A 
normal VRLA battery can achieve 80 % and has to be replaced after 3-5 years.

Battery runtime
The time (in minutes) in which your batteries provide power supply and protect 
your information in the event of a power or system 
failure.

kW
Standard measurement unit for electrical power. 1 kW is 1,000 W or power 
consumption of 1,000 joules per second. (1 joule is the 
required energy it takes to heat 1 kg of water by 1°C.)

Cooling

Back cooling
Absorbs the heat generated by air-cooled condensers and dry 
coolers for all ambient temperatures or heights. Hot air or hot water is drawn 
off; water is cooled and recirculated.

Precision cooling
The precise controlling and regulation of temperatures, moisture or air filtering.

Hot Aisle / Cold Aisle
A highly efficient method of improving performance with existing raised floor 
systems with high-density rack-based installations. 
The racks and frames are set up to create "hot" and "cold aisles". Perforated 
bottom covers from which the raised floor's cool air flows are only placed in the 
cold aisles.

Sensible heat
"Sensible" or "tangible" heat can can be directly sensed or 
measured. Sensible heat changes a material's temperature. 
Essentially, it provides information on temperature, comparable 
to that of a weather forecast. Sensible heat is measured with a 
thermometer. Severs, for example, emit solely sensible heat.

Latent heat
"Latent heat" is the heat energy that goes into a material's state change. During 
a thermally managed cooling process, latent heat is diverted into the air by 
vapor condensation when the air is cooled below dew point (dehumidification). 
Latent heat discharge does not have any effect on the temperature you feel.

Total heat
Total heat is composed of the heat content of the air (sensible heat) and the 
water-vapor mixture (latent heat). It is crucial for the 
thermal device's nominal power.

BTU
BTU is a heat energy unit. It is the amount of heat required to 
raise the temperature of 1 British pound of water by 1 degree 
Fahrenheit (at sea level). One ton of cooling power is equal to 12,000 BTU/hour.

Ton
A ton, in relation to cooling systems, is the amount of heat required to melt 1 
ton of ice in 24 hours. A ton is equal to 12,000 BTU/hour or 3,025,900 calories/
hour.
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 AC Power
   Sustaining critical operations that simply can’t go down. We deliver a full range of uninterruptible 

power systems plus STS devices, providing everything from individual products to integrated power 
protection solutions that keep network closets, computer rooms and data centers up and running.

 DC Power
  Supporting voice and communication networks through reliable and efficient DC power. The 

extensive DC power portfolio includes a wide range of -48 V and 400 V DC systems; from sub-racks 
to large stand-alone systems. Improved reliability, increased energy efficiency and load balancing is 
enabled through the Intelligent Load Management functionality (patent pending).

 Infrastructure Management & Monitoring
  Managing and monitoring critical environments at multiple sites around the clock. We make it easy in 

today’s ROI-driven business environment, with comprehensive infrastructure management and 
monitoring systems for both IT and facilities. Solutions  and services that provide continuous 
oversight of data centers, computer rooms and network closets, as well as wireless, wireline and 
enterprise telecom applications.

 Power Switching & Controls
   Safeguarding facilities from operational disruption due to electrical power interruption. We provide 

ASCO® power-transfer switches, generator paralleling switchgear/power control systems, and touch 
screen SCADA for monitoring and control of the utility service and on-site backup power generators; 
all helping to ensure continuity of supply to essential and mission-critical communications, data-
processing, life-safety, and other critical loads. Backed by the largest manufacturers, direct field 
based project management and service technicians in the industry.

 Thermal Management 
   Managing the heat transferred from the data center to the external environment, while assuring the 

right temperature and airflow for each server. The Thermal Management range of Liebert® solutions 
answers to all different customer needs and applications, adopting state-of-the-art technologies to 
achieve the highest efficiency while minimizing energy costs.

When you partner with Vertiv for your 
business continuity needs across your 
enterprise, you benefit from more than 
products to support and protect your 
technology infrastructure.

Developing such a wide range of 
technologies gives us in-depth industry 
knowledge and a 
“big-picture” understanding of 
how all systems must work together 
within any critical environment.

We deliver this knowledge through 
Vertiv's Centers of Expertise: distinct 
areas of 
world-class products and services that 
help you determine what you need and 
where, depending on your application.

All so that you can keep your business 
moving forward for your customers.

Centers of Expertise
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 Racks & Integrated Solutions
  Optimizing technology and performance needs for indoor IT applications. We deliver standard and 

customized integrated cabinet solutions that meet unique and specific needs, from Knürr® and 
Liebert® rack solutions for computer rooms of all sizes to integrated racks with self-contained 
cooling, UPS and cable management in a solid, lockable cabinet.

 Surge Protection
   Defending power, voice and data moving through a network against grid irregularities and dangerous 

electrical disturbances. Depending on the application, we offer Liebert® and PowerSure™ AC Power 
Protection, Islatrol™ Active Tracking Filters and Edco™ data/signal surge protective devices; all of 
which provide power protection to reduce downtime, saving crucial man-hours and extending 
equipment life.

 Service and Solutions
   Delivering assessment, testing and reliability programs backed by the largest global services 

organization in the industry. We offer engineering, installation, startup services, project management 
and training together with entire life-cycle management including preventive and predictive 
maintenance, remote diagnostics, on-site operations management, and energy consumption 
monitoring.
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 Vertiv Knürr Power Distribution Rack

Central connection unit for power supplies in individual server racks.

•  Interface between the low voltage feed and PDU.

•  Individual plug-in units.

• Up to 346 kVA/Rack.

 Vertiv™ SmartAisle™

• Aisle containment.

• Provides highest energy efficiency.

•  Control compatible with Thermal Management units.

 Rack PDU

Rack-based power distribution units. 

• Supports strip-level metering, outlet-level switching and outlet-level metering/switching for 
remote power management and control.

 • Horizontal and vertical models designed for a variety of rack configurations in branch and 
remote offices.

Vertiv™
Data Center Infrastructure for Large Applications
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Service
Vertiv supports entire critical 

infrastructures with the largest global 

service organization and an extensive 

service offering, enhancing network 

availability and ensuring total peace of 

mind 24/7.

Our approach to servicing critical 

infrastructure covers all aspects of 

availability and performance: from single 

power and thermal management equipment 

to entire mission-critical systems.

The most comprehensive insurance for 

business protection can be obtained with a 

service program from Vertiv™ which 

includes access to Vertiv LIFE™ Service.

Vertiv™ LIFE™ Services

Vertiv LIFE Services provides remote 

diagnostics and preventive monitoring 

service for UPS and thermal management 

equipment. 

Vertiv LIFE Services delivers increased 

uptime and operational efficiency by 

enabling continuous monitoring of your 

equipment, expert data analysis and field 

engineering expertise.

Through the data transferred from your 

equipment via Vertiv LIFE Services, our 

remote service experts gain the real-time 

insight and information needed to quickly 

identify, diagnose, and resolve any 

irregularities that may arise in operation, 

ultimately taking responsibility for your 

critical assets 24/7.

 Vertiv Knürr® DCD 

Passive chilled water heat exchanger.

•   Cooling capacity up to 35 kW.

• “Room-neutral” design.

• Usable for third party racks.

 Vertiv Knürr Miracel®/Knürr® DCM

Global rack platform for data centers, 
networks and telecommunications.

• Lightweight aluminum frame.

• T-slot system.

• Simple cable management.

• Holds up to 1,500 kg. 

• Also available with @lock (electronic 
locking solutions).
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A

@lock 213

Access control Vertiv SmartAisle 132

Air partition MIR2/DCM 39

Air partition Kabelmanager 77

Air velocity sensor RMS Compact II 220

Aisle discharge plenum Vertiv SmartAisle 135

Alarm sensor RMS Compact II 222

19" aluminum strip Smaract 104

Anti-tilt system MIR2/DCM 49

B

Back plate Smaract 111

Base Smaract 105

Base frame Kabelmanagement 73, 75

Base plate MIR2/DCM 36

Baying connector MIR2/DCM 43 - 44

19" blanking plate Systemzubehör 51

Bolt clamp Kabelmanagement 82

19" breadboard profile MIR2/DCM 40

Brush strip MIR2/DCM 43, 79

Bulkhead element Vertiv SmartAisle 133

Busbar Vertiv MPX 171

C

C profile rail Kabelmanagement 48

Cabinet lighting Systemzubehör 59

Cable conduit DCM Colocation 32

Cable joint Systemzubehör 56

Cable management 67

Cable management rail ConAct 123

Cable management strip Kabelmanagement 81

Cable manager Kabelmanagement 76 - 80

Cable removal protection MPX 172

Cable removal protection Knürr DIS Rack PDU 211

Cable retaining clip Vertiv MPX 172

Cable routing brace Miracel 2/DCM 47

Cable routing bracket Kabelmanagement 87

Cable routing panel Kabelmanagement 80

Cable routing ring Kabelmanagement 85 - 86

Cable spool Kabelmanagement 87

Cable trough kabelmanager 81 - 82

Cage nut Systemzubehör 64

Cascading Kabelmanager 80

Center section Kabelmanagement 73

Cold device connecting 
cable

Knürr DIS Rack PDU 210

Colocation rack DCM 131

Color-coding Vertiv MPH2 185

Combi Lock MIR2/DCM 46

ConAct 119

Connecting cable PowerTrans2 161

Connecting cable Vertiv MPH2 184

Connecting cable Vertiv MPE 189

Connecting line Knürr DIS Rack PDU 209

Connecting piece Kabelmanagement 74

Connecting plate Doublepro Rack 117

Connecting plate Smaract 109, 111

Contact terminal Systemzubehör 66

Contact terminal Smaract 107

Contact terminal Doublepro Rack 117

CoolBlast Lüftereinheiten 88, 90 - 94

Countersunk screw Systemzubehör 64

Cover Kabelmanager 75, 77 - 79

Cover plate Kabelmanagement 74

Cover screws MIR2/DCM 44

Cover strip MIR2/DCM 45

Crossbeam MIR2/DCM 43

Crosswiring Kabelmanagement 75

Customized SmartAisle Vertiv SmartAisle 142

Cylinder screw Systemzubehör 65

D

DCD 151

DCM 20

Depth profile sealing plate DCM 49

Depth strut Smaract 105

19" desktop Systemzubehör 58

Display module Vertiv MPX 172

Display module Vertiv MPH2 183

3-phase distribution block Knürr DIS Rack PDU 208

Distributor box Systemzubehör 65

Knürr DIS Rack PDU 190

Document holder Systemzubehör 59

Door contact sensor RMS Compact II 220

Door contact switch Systemzubehör 66

Doors MIR2/DCM 34

Double base Switchtube 150

Double base Vertiv SmartAisle 141

Double door Vertiv SmartAisle 133

Double swivel caster Smaract 106

Double swivel caster Doublepro Rack 118

DoublePro Rack 112

19" drawer Systemzubehör 58 - 59

Dust cover CoolBlast 94

E

Earthquake kit DCM 49

Electronic lock Vertiv SmartAisle 131, 136 - 137

Enclosure Vertiv SmartAisle 124

End piece Kabelmanagement 74

End separator strip Vertiv SmartAisle 135

Equipotential bonding bar Systemzubehör 66

F

Fan rear panel Doublepro Rack 116

Fan units 88

Fiber optic cable Kabelmanagement 81 - 83

Filling wall Vertiv SmartAisle 139

Filter fan Lüftereinheiten 95

Filter mat MIR2/DCM 43

Filter mat Smaract 106

19" filter slot Lüftereinheiten 93

Floor mounting Smaract 107

Free-Standing SmartAisle Vertiv SmartAisle 143

Front filter intake CoolBlast 94

Front panel Systemzubehör 52

Front panel CoolBlast 93

Front panel Lüftereinheiten 96

19" front ventilation panel Systemzubehör 52

G

Glass door Smaract 103

Ground rail Systemzubehör 66

Ground rail Smaract 107

Ground rail Doublepro Rack 117

Grounding kit ConAct 123

Grounding kit MIR2/DCM 44

Grounding kit Doublepro Rack 117

H

Handle Systemzubehör 57

19" heavy duty base Systemzubehör 56

Humidity sensor RMS Compact II 220

I

IMS 224

Infrared motion sensor RMS Compact II 221

Input module MPX 169

J

Junction box Systemzubehör 66

K

Keyboard drawer Systemzubehör 58-59

Keyword Product Page Keyword Product Page Keyword Product Page

INDEX
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L

Lifting eyes MIR2/DCM 45

Lifting eyes Smaract 107

3 point lock MIR2/DCM 32

Lock kit MIR2/DCM 46

M

M5 threaded plate Kabelmanagement 82

Mains cable Knürr DIS Rack PDU 210

Maneuvering bar Kabelmanagement 84

Maneuvering handle Kabelmanagement 83 - 85

Mechanical lock Vertiv SmartAisle 132, 137

Mesh cable tray Kabelmanagement 74

Miracel 2 4

MLR1000 217

MLR3000 215 - 217

MLR5000 215 - 217

Mounting adapter MIR2/DCM 41

Mounting adapter Smaract 104

Mounting aid Systemzubehör 62

Mounting bar Kabelmanagement 82

Mounting bracket Kabelmanagement 73

Mounting bracket Doublepro Rack 118

Mounting kit MIR2/DCM 62 - 63

Mounting kit Smaract 62 - 63

Mounting kit ConAct 62 - 63

Vertiv MPE 186

Vertiv MPH2 176

Vertiv MPX 164

Multifunctional strut MIR2/DCM 47

N

Vertiv Nform 223

O

Output module Vertiv MPX 168, 170

Oval head screw Systemzubehör 64 - 65

P

Partitioning wall MIR2/DCM 32, 38

PDU bracket MIR2/DCM 48

PDU mounting kit Kabelmanagement 48

Plinth MIR2/DCM 37

Plinth Smaract 106

Plinth cover with cable entry Smaract 106

19" plug-in unit PowerTrans2 161

Plug connector Knürr DIS Rack PDU 209

Power cable Knürr DIS Rack PDU 208 - 209

PowerTrans2 158

Keyword Product Page Keyword Product Page Keyword Product Page

Q

Quick release MIR2/DCM 44

R

19" raised floor Systemzubehör 54 - 56

Rear panel Smaract 109

Rear wall Doublepro Rack 116

Replacement filter CoolBlast 94

RMS Compact II 218

Roof cabling 70

Roof element Vertiv SmartAisle
134 - 135, 138, 

140

Rotating frame MIR2/DCM 42

RPC2 173

S

Seal kit Vertiv SmartAisle 140

Sealing frame IP55 18

Sensor box Vertiv SmartAisle 138

Sensor cable RMS Compact II 221

Sensor extension cable RMS Compact II 221

Sensors Vertiv MPX 171, 183

Sensors Vertiv MPH2 171, 183

Series terminal boxes Systemzubehör 66

19" sheet steel profile Smaract 104

19" shelf Systemzubehör 57

Shim Vertiv SmartAisle 138

Side section MIR2/DCM 56 - 57

Side section screw connec-
tion

MIR2/DCM 44

Sliding door Vertiv SmartAisle 131

Slot-in runner Systemzubehör 53 - 54

Slot-in runner Switchtube 147

Smaract 97

SmartAisle 124

Smoke detector RMS Compact II 221

Socket connector Knürr DIS Rack PDU 209

Spacer bolts MIR2/DCM 45

Speedmount kit Vertiv MPH2 185

Spring nut Systemzubehör 64

Stacking kit Smaract 107

Support bracket, static MIR2/DCM 46

Switch rack Vertiv SmartAisle 149

Switch tube Vertiv SmartAisle 144

T

Tape measure MIR2/DCM 40 - 41

Temperature module Lüftereinheiten 96

Temperature sensor RMS Compact II 220

Tensiloc nut Systemzubehör 65

Thermostat Lüftereinheiten 96

Top cover MIR2/DCM 19, 35, 44

Top cover IP55 19

Top cover Smaract 105

Top cover Kabelmanagement 72

Top guard strip Vertiv SmartAisle 140

Top trim Vertiv SmartAisle 140

Transition piece Kabelmanagement 73

V

Velcro strip Kabelmanagement 85 - 86

Ventilation unit Smaract 104

Ventilation unit ConAct 123

19" vertical strip ConAct 123

Vibration sensor RMS Compact II 221

W

Wall mount Smaract 107

Wall mounted enclosure ConAct 119
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Vertiv™ – For greater Energy Efficiency in your IT Environment

Really reliable availability of business-critical 

networks requires a network  

infrastructure installation you can  

fully depend on, administration and  

continuous support.

This in turn depends on the power  

supply and cooling infrastructure  

supporting these systems and is based on the 

following key components:

–   Business-critical power supply

–  Business-critical cooling

–  Rack and enclosure systems

–  Monitoring and management

–  Proactive maintenance

Vertiv has developed new power-supply-, 

cooling-, rack- and enclosure systems, as 

well as monitoring solutions which further 

support uninterrupted availability – and offer 

real added value that goes well beyond the 

sum of the individual solutions.

With our solutions we provide unsurpassed 

adaptability, individualization and the ability 

to integrate into the most diverse products 

and services. 

We acquire extensive knowledge of the 

challenges you face and are in a position to 

meet your requirements.

Our exceptionally reliable and com-

prehensive solutions are tailored to your 

requirements – thereby providing the benefit 

of optimized strategic and operational 

efficiency enhanced reliability, higher 

flexibility and lower overall operating costs.

Drawing on the combined use of our 

knowledge, our experience and our 

resources, we deliver a demand-driven 

solution from a single source.

The result: an infrastructure that  

stays abreast of current and future  

requirements.
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